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IMPLEMENTING AND EVALUATION OF SYNTHESIS SYSTEM FOR BUILDING INDIAN ACCENT TEXT-TO-
SPEECH VOICE MODEL 
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Hyderabad, Telangana State, India 
 
Abstract: Speech synthesis, also known as text-to-speech, is the process of producing speech from a machine for a given raw input text. 
In today's advanced digital world, Speech synthesis is important in man-machine communication. It is also used in a variety of real-time 
applications such as reading for blind people, telecommunication services, handicapped assistance, talking books and toys, call centre 
automation, medical applications, IoT, and others. Synthesis Speech is the primary means for people who are deaf; to express their 
feelings and communicate with society, so its influence has risen to a dominant position in human lives, spawning a new research area. 
The primary goal of this paper is to set up a speech synthesis system in order to create an Indian accent voice model for packing and 
distribution of a Text-to-Speech voice model. In this case, we used the Festival Speech Synthesis Framework, as well as Festvox, Speech 
Tool, and SPTK, to create an Indian accent Text-to-Speech voice model using the Clustergen statistical parametric waveform synthesis 
technique. 
 
Keywords: Clustergen SPS, Festival, NSW, SPTK, Speech tool, Festvox, Text-to-Speech. 
 
I. Introduction 

For Humans, Speech is the most common medium of communication and has the potential to be used as a mode of interaction 
with computers [1]. The idea of creating systems that can understand and communicate like humans has always piqued the interest of 
humans. While speech and language were already important parts of daily life prior to the invention of the computer. Over the last 
several years, Advances in technology enabled machines to speak, read, and even carry out dialogs [2]. Speech technology is crucial in 
the development of applications in fields such as agriculture, health care, and government services for the general public. A speech 
synthesis system is composed of three sections. The first section explains text analysis, the second describes Linguistic and Prosodic 
analysis, which converts the given input text to linguistic description and the third section, generates synthesis speech from the text's 
linguistic description. 

 
II. Text-to-Speech System 

The process of converting any form of text into speech is known as text-to-speech synthesis [6]. As illustrated in Figure 1 [3] 
a text-to-speech synthesis system can be classified into two parts: the front end (Language Processing) and the back end (waveform 
Generation). The front end is in charge of converting natural language text to structured linguistic representations. This front end predicts 
a sequence of segments known as target segments from the raw text. These target segments have a variety of text-based characteristics 
and the back end is the part of the system that converts these target segments into a speech waveform. 

 
Fig.1 Text-to-Speech Synthesis 
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A. Language Processing 
In real-world, text found in electronic documents, newspapers, blogs, and emails, is the input to a TTS system and that text is 

not a sequence of Pronounceable words from a standard dictionary. The text contains a number of non-standard words such as 
abbreviations, homographs, and symbols constructed with punctuation characters such as exclamation '!', smiley’s ':-)', and so on. The 
Language processing module's [10] goal is to process the input text, normalize non-standard words, predict prosodic pauses, and generate 
appropriate phone sequences for each word. 
Pre-processing 

The Pre-processing block generates the pronouncing format of text from the raw input text. This stage of pre-processing 
explains how to convert arbitrary text into identifiable or pronounceable words chunked into reasonable sized utterances. 

 
Text Normalization 

Apart from chunking, text analysis also does text normalization [11] to convert non-standard words into standard words. There 
are many tokens which appear in text that do not have a direct relationship to their pronunciation such as such as "ECE," "JNTUH," and 
"Dr.," among others. Such words are known as non-standard words (NSW). The various NSW are classified into the following: 

1) Numbers whose pronunciation varies depending on whether they refer to time, phone numbers, currency, zip codes, and so on. 
2) Abbreviations, acronyms such as Mr., UK, approx., cms, Hz., 
3) Punctuations +/-, 3-4, and/or, 
4) time, URLs units and Dates. 

 
Many NSWs are homographs that have the same written form but differ in pronunciation. Here are a few examples: Numbers are 

perhaps the most obvious example. Consider the following sentence 
 
On Feb 4 1884, the cost of book is 1884 Rupees.  

 
In English, tokens consisting of solely digits have a number of different forms of pronunciation. The "4" above is 

pronounced "fourth", an ordinal, because it is the day in a month, the first "1884" is pronounced as "eighteen eighty-four" because it is 
a year, and the second "1884" is pronounced as "one thousand eight hundred and eighty-four" as it is a cost. 
 

Classification and Regression Trees (CART) [12] are used to predict the class of NSW, which is typically followed by rules that 
generate appropriate expansion of an NSW into a standard form [4]. 

 
B. Prosodic and Linguistic Analysis 

Now, we have our pronounceable words from the previous step, we can move on to the next step. For the above words to have 
meaning, we need phonemes, durations, and a tune (F0). The appropriateness of the phonetic and prosodic output determines the quality 
of speech that is how natural, acceptable and understandable it is. Language prosody is used to add variation for contrast, emphasis, and 
overall listener comprehension and communication. The amount of variation in prosody is strongly influenced by the language used. In 
English, lexical stress is part of a word's definition; changing the position of the stress can change the definition word, for example, from 
(noun) "pro'ject" to "proje'ct" (verb). Poor prosody makes utterances difficult to understand, so a speech synthesis system must generate 
appropriate prosody. 

 
C. Waveform generation 

Waveform generation will generate synthetic speech from the combining all of the parameters extracted from the previous blocks. 
The methods for converting a phone sequence to a speech waveform are: rule-based synthesis techniques and generative synthesis 
techniques. Articulatory, parametric/Formant synthesis techniques fall under Rule-based synthesis techniques, and here, the rules must 
be created manually. It is not an easy task, so we must relocate the generative-based speech synthesis technique. The concatenative and 
statistical parametric waveform generation techniques come under the generative synthesis techniques. The following figure 2 shows 
synthesis cycle of Text-to-Speech.  
 
Articulatory Synthesis 

Articulatory synthesis refers to computational techniques that are based on models of the human vocal tract and the articulation 
processes that occur there. The vocal tract shape can be controlled in a different way, the most common of which is by adjusting the 
position of the speech articulators, such as the tongue, jaw, and lips. Speech is produced by digitally simulating the flow of air through 
a model of the vocal tract. 
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Fig.2 Text-to-Speech Synthesis Cycle 

Formant synthesis 
Each phone units in speech signal are analyzed to extract parameters such as formants and linear prediction coefficients. During 

the synthesis process to account for co-articulation and prosody in a natural speech signal parameters are changed. The required changes 
are specified in terms of rules that are manually derived from observations of speech data. 

 
Concatenative synthesis 

The creation of rules in parametric synthesis is a time-consuming process. Furthermore, the quality of synthesized speech 
produced by traditional parametric synthesis has been found to be robotic. This has resulted in the development of concatenative 
synthesis [7], which stores and uses examples of speech units during synthesis. Concatenative synthesis typically employs speech units 
at the Diphone level to preserve natural co-articulation. Based on the unit type stored in its database, the concatenative technique can be 
broadly classified into three types. 

 Domain Specific Synthesis/Limited Domain specific synthesis,  
 Unit selection synthesis 
 Di-phone synthesis 

 
Statistical Parametric Synthesis (SPS) 

Statistical Parametric Synthesis [12] is one of the most recent trends in text-to-speech synthesis. It uses statistical machine 
learning models such as HMMs, CART, and others to learn/estimate the parameters of speech sounds and their dynamics. SPS methods 
reduce storage complexity by encoding speech data in terms of a small set of parameters, and they also include mechanisms for voice 
conversion, prosody manipulation, and other features. It produces intelligible and consistent speech. There are two types of SPS 
techniques:  

 HTS (Hidden Markov Model Text-to-Speech) 
 Clustergen 

 
Comparison of Different Speech Synthesis Techniques 

The following table summarizes various waveform synthesizers available in the festival text-to-Speech synthesis tool. 
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Table 1: Comparison of different waveform Synthesis Techniques 

Technique Method Used Advantages Disadvantages 

Articulatory 
Mathematical model of human 
speech production 

Needs no speech 
database 

Robotic sounding speech 

Formant Rule-based 
Needs no speech 
database 

Robotic sounding speech 

Unit Selection Concatenative Highly natural speech Database dependency 

Diphone Concatenative Highly natural speech Database dependency 

Domain 
Specific 

Concatenative Highly natural speech 
Speech for limited words may 
be produced 

Syllable-based Concatenative Highly natural speech Database dependency 

SPS Statistical parametric 
Provides voice 
modifications 

Needs large training data 

III. Festival Speech Synthesis System 
The festival is a speech synthesis system [8] developed at the University of Edinburgh's Center for Speech Technology Research 

Lab. It provides a framework for developing text-to-speech system.  
A. Festival Architecture 

A festival Text-to-Speech system is made up of various modules that work together to produce synthetic speech. The modules 
present in the festival are as follows: 

 Text Analysis and processing 
 Tokenization 
 Token identification 
 Token to word 
 Non-standard word normalisation 
 Homograph disambiguation and chunking into utterance 
 Linguistic/prosody processing 
 Wave form generation 
 

The following figure depicts the architecture of festival Text-to-Speech 
 

 
Fig.3 Architecture of festival Text-to-Speech 
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In the festival framework, utterance is important in the generation of synthetic speech. This framework takes an utterance and 
each of its modules, manipulates it in some way using prosodic information, and then passes it on to the next module in it. Utterance is 
made up of a number of items that are linked together by a series of relations. Each relation is made up of a list or a tree of items. Items 
are objects that are used to represent objects such as words or segments. Relations are used to connect items in a useful way. An item 
may be related to one or more other items. The table below depicts the flow of festival text-to-speech. 

 
Table 2: flow of festival Text-to-Speech Synthesis 

pipeline stage example function 
Text June 25 Textify 
Tokens June, 25 Token_POS, Token 

Words 
June    twenty      fifth 
Noun    Noun      Noun 

POS, Phrasify, Word, 
Pauses 

Phonemes Jhuun   twentii   fifth Intonation, PostLex 
Duration, Int_Targets 

Generation --- WaveSynth 
Waveform ---  

B. Tools for Building TTS voice model 
Building of a new synthetic voice model entails a number of tasks, all of which can be accomplished using festvox, speech tools, 

and SPTK. Festvox was used to generate new synthetic voice models from recorded speech data, while SPTK and speech tool was used 
for speech signal processing. 

 
To create the synthetic voice model, we must first install the tools and packages listed below. 

“apt-get install bison” 
sudo apt-get install git build-essential libncurses5-dev sox 
sudo apt-get install csh doxygen xsltproc graphviz  
sudo apt-get install libncurses5-dev 
sudo apt-get install g++ 

as well as download the following required tools 
festival-2.4-release.tar.gz ---Festival Speech Synthesis System Source 
festvox-2.7.0-release.tar.gz --- Generate new voice models 
speech_tools-2.4-release.tar.gz ---The Edinburgh Speech Tools Library 
SPTK-3.6.tar.gztar --- Speech Signal Processing Toolkit 
festlex_CMU.tar.gz --Pronunciation Dictionary 
festlex_POSLEX.tar.gz    ---Lexicon rules 
festvox_kallpc16k.tar.gz   ---built in voice model in festival 2.4 version 

Tools Installation for building voice model 
 

 Create a voice directory (folder) on your system and copy all the above downloaded tools  
 Install all the tools which are downloaded above in a voice directory to build our own voice model. 

tar -xvf SPTK-3.6.tar.gz 
tar -xvf speech _tools 2.4.0-release.tar.gz 
tar -xvf festival-2.4.0-release.tar.gz 
tar -xvf festvox-2.7.0-release.tar.gz 
tar -xvf festlex_CMU.tar.gz festlex_OALD.tar.gz festlex_POSLEX.tar.gz  
tar -xvf festvox_kallpc16k.tar.gz 
export ESTDIR=`pwd`/speech_tools 
export FLITEDIR=`pwd`/flite 
export FESTVOXDIR=`pwd`/festvox 
export SPTKDIR=`pwd`/SPTK 
 # Compile source 

mkdir SPTK 
patch -p0 <festvox/src/clustergen/SPTK-3.6.patch  
cd SPTK-3.6 
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./configure --prefix=$SPTKDIR 
make 
make install 
cd .. 
 # Compile Speech Tools 
cd speech_tools 
./configure 
make 
cd .. 
 # Compile Festival 
cd festival 
./configure 
make 
cd .. 
 # Compile Festvox 
cd festvox 
./configure 
Make 
 
To run the festival TTS System using terminal, we need to follow the below commands 
 sudo apt-get install festival 

UNIX shell commands:  
echo “input text” | festival --tts   #to synthesize the text 
festival --tts input.txt    #to synthesize the text file 

For running the TTS engine from festival environment, we have to follow the below commands 
Open the terminal 
Type ./bin/festival “press enter” 
festival>(voice.list) “press enter” 
Here it will show the existing voices 
festival> (voicename) “press enter”  
Now the festival is ready to play text with the given input voice model  
festival>(SayText "hello world")  
festival>(tts “file name.txt” nil) 

IV. Building New Voice Models using Recorded Speech Database 
 
A. Introduction 

A large speech corpus is required for the recent approach of providing speech parameters such as phone symbols and prosody for 
the generation of synthesised speech voice models [5]. This could be used to train a speech synthesis system. The system requires a 
noise-free speech corpus and phonetically balanced text to extract speech parameters and produce natural and accurate synthetic speech. 
Furthermore, the speech corpus should be recorded in a studio environment with professional speakers, using high-quality recording 
equipment. Make sure that we have a compiled version of festival and that any existing voices are in the festival library before moving 
on to the next steps in building synthetic voices [9] with festvox tools. 

 
B. Developing our Own Clustergen Voice model  
The assignments are as follows. 

1. Labelling with the HMM-state segment sizes. 
2. Create utterance structures based on recorded utterances. 
3. Determine the F0, voicing, and MCEP coefficients. 
4. Create a CLUSTERGEN voice 
5. Create an HMM-state duration model. 
6. Testing 
 

Before you begin, you must configure two environment variables. 
 export ESTDIR=.....pathto…../speech_tools 
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 export FESTVOXDIR=…..pathto…./Festvox 
 
Setting up the voice directory 
 mkdir cmu_indic_jntuh 
 cd cmu_indic_jntuh 
 $FESTVOXDIR/src/clustergen/setup_cg cmu indic jntuh 
 
Make a prompt file called txt. done. data in the etc/ directory for the transcribed text of recorded speech data in the following format 
for each sentence. 
 (JNTUH0001 "This is Anil Kumar") 
(JNTUH0002 "welcome to ECE Department.") 
(JNTUH0003 "JNTUH College of Engineering, Hyderabad”) 
And copy the corresponding speech recordings to the recordings/ folder in the voice directory. 
From the voice directory, call 
 
./bin/do_build build_prompts 
This will generate example waveforms. then use 
 
./bin/prompt_them etc/txt.done.data 
This will instruct you to record one sentence at a time, synthesising each sentence with Festival's default voice. 
Bin/get wavs should be used to copy the wavefiles so that they are power normalised and in a usable format (16bit, 16Khz, RIFF format). 
 
./bin/get_wavs recording/*.wav 
Your wav files should now be in the wav folder. 
# Initial labeling 
 ./bin/do_build parallel build_prompts 
 ./bin/do_build label 
 ./bin/do_clustergen parallel build_utts 
# Build first generation of voice 
 ./bin/do_clustergen generate_statenames 
 ./bin/do_clustergen generate_filters 
# Extract f0, mcep and voicing parameters 
 ./bin/do_clustergen parallel f0_v_sptk 
 ./bin/do_clustergen parallel mcep_sptk 
# Combine the parameters that you just extracted into one file 
 ./bin/do_clustergen parallel combine_coeffs_v 
# Split the data into train and test sets 
 ./bin/traintest etc/txt.done.data 
# Clustering 
 ./bin/do_clustergen parallel cluster etc/txt.done.data.train 
# Built the duration model 
 ./bin/do_clustergen dur etc/txt.done.data.train 
# Test your voice 
 $FESTVOXDIR/src/clustergen/cg_test resynth cgp >mcd-base.out 
Known limitations 
The following syntax must be followed for synthesising the text in festival  
(SayText “Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University Hyderabad”) 
If the synthesised text contains inverted commas, it cannot be synthesised. As a result, before attempting to synthesise the text, use the 
following commands to remove the inverted commas from the input text file. 
sed ‘s/” /  /g’ input.txt > output.txt   
text2wave /path to output.txt / -o /path to save output .wav file/ 

 It cannot Synthesize the Non-Standard words like Dr., Prof., Hz, cms., etc. 
 Internal built-in Dictionary available in festival 2.4 version will give the following errors while synthesizing the text.  

Phone “jh” not in phoneset 
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Phone “hh” not in phoneset etc. 
To avoid the above issues occurred in built in festival 2.4 version, we have to replace/add the “cmu” dictionary into built in festival.  
Add Dictionary (cmu.tar.gz)into the festival 
Extract the dictionary anywhere in the system it will generate the folder “cmu” then copy the “cmu” folder into the 
/usr/share/festival/dicts 
eg: sudo cp -r /home/respond/Desktop/cmu  /usr/share/festival/dicts/ 
Dataset 
We used a dataset of studio-recorded Indian accent Telugu and English speech collected by Speech and Music Technology lab, IIT 
Madras and also recorded at Department of ECE, JNTU Hyderabad. The recorded speech data is segmented into.wav files ranging in 
length from 5 seconds to 15 seconds. The wav file has a sampling frequency of 16 kHz and 16bits/sample with a mono stream. 
 
V. Results 

An Indian accent voice models (Telugu and English) built using Clustergen synthesis Technique for training different sizes of 
datasets: 4hrs 10minutes, 2hrs and 1hrs for English and 5hrs, 2.5hrs and 1hrs for telugu. In addition, the quality of synthesised speech 
was evaluated in terms of Mel Cepstral Distortion (MCD). The table below shows how the MCD value varies with the size of the 
database used to build the TTS Voice model. 

 
Table.3 MCD vs Size of Database 

S.NO English TTS voice model 
trained speech data in hrs 

MCD 
value 

 S.NO Telugu TTS voice model 
trained speech data in hrs 

MCD 
value 

1 4hours10minutes 5.24 1 5 hours 5.15 
2 2hours 5.31 

 
2 2.5 hours 5.28 

 
3 1 hour 5.42 3 1 hour 5.38 

And the following figures show the some of the resulted synthesized wav file and corresponding spectrogram for different size 
databases. 

 

 
Fig.4 Synthesize speech wav file and corresponding spectrogram with trained speech database of 1hr 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5 Synthesize speech wav file and corresponding spectrogram with trained speech database of 2hrs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.6 Synthesize speech wav file and corresponding spectrogram with trained speech database of 4hrs 
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VI. Conclusion 
We used the Clustergen method, a novel type of synthesis, to create two Text-to-Speech Voice models. As a result, synthesized 

speech is most intelligible and consistent compare to other waveform generation techniques and the synthesised speech has a buzziness, 
indicating that much work needs to be done to improve the naturality of synthesized speech as human voice. 
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